
THAT FIRST MOPS MEETING 

by Erin Ching (Reno, Nevada MOPS)

Ah, fall...the season of college football, pumpkin spice everything, and MOPS back in session!  I’m really 
looking forward to returning to MOPS this year, but last year was a different story.  I signed up for MOPS 
because I was new in town and it seemed like a good way to meet fellow moms, but when the first day 
rolled around, I was a nervous wreck.  It’s super intimidating to walk into a room full of new faces and 
not know who you’re going to talk to, where you’re supposed to sit, what the meeting is going to be like, 
and whether your kids will do okay in childcare.  It was challenging enough to get the kids fed and out 
the door in clean clothes and clean diapers, checked into their new classrooms...and now I was supposed 
to approach strangers and make small talk (always a challenge for us introverts)?

Fortunately, that first MOPS meeting quickly went from painfully awkward to enjoyable, and it was 
because of these things:
● As I walked in the door, someone showed me where to sit right away and gave me a folder full of 

forms and materials -- so I knew the first thing I was supposed to do, and I had things to work on if 
there was no one to talk to right away.

● My Discussion Group Leader did a really nice job of saying hello to every person at the table and 
making them feel welcome, but also reading personalities well - letting the talkers talk, and 
letting the quieter moms take their time to warm up.  (You do you!)

● The enormous breakfast spread!  Everything’s better when it includes obscene amounts of 
delicious food.  

● Once you realize your kids are going to be okay in childcare, you get to enjoy a couple hours of 
relaxing and enjoying adult conversation (even if, like me, you are much more of a listener than a 
talker in the group conversations).  

● Discussion questions during the meeting helped me start to get to know the people at my table, 
and reminded me of the common ground that all of us had as moms.

● The realization that most of the other new moms felt the same nerves that I did, and that it gets 
more comfortable each time as you get to know the people at your table a little bit better with 
each meeting.

 Good luck to all you first time moms!  I hope you have a great year of MOPS!

Contact us!  Email: Firstfreemops@gmail.com   Website: firstfreemops.wordpress.com
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Alert! Alert!
a n n o u n c e m e n t s

Next MOPS meeting is Thursday, 
September 8th!

Bible Study Opportunity:
WOW Bible Study at First Free will 
begin in September, meets on Tuesday 
mornings at 9:15am with childcare or 
Tuesday evenings without childcare. 
Sign up at: 
www.firstfreelincoln.org/ministries/women

Like us on Facebook: First Free MOPS 
Lincoln, Ne

Sign up to get blog posts: 
firstfreemops.wordpress.com

Please remember to turn your phone 
on vibrate during the meetings.

Submit your questions now for a 
Mentor Mom to answer in our 

regularly featured Dear Mentor 
Mom article. Email your 

questions to 
firstfreemops@gmail.com 

or hand them to me (Michaela) 
at a MOPS meeting.

Today at MOPPETS our kids 
will be learning about Jesus 
as a boy.

TRUTH or DARE?
28 Challenges Coming at Ya!

TRUTH: In what ways do 
you feel out of control in 

your life?

DARE: Jump into some 
water. Skinny dip in a 
pool, swim in a lake, 

wade in a river. Let your 
skin touch water that has 

been coursing over the 
earth since the beginning 

of time.

Tell us about your truth or 
dare on facebook 

#wearethestarryeyed


